ABOUT THIS GAME

Meltys Quest is about the journey our protagonist, Princess Meltys, takes to restore her kingdom. Meltys is a girl who has fooled around all her life, not giving a hoot about anything but herself. But one day the Grolido Monster Empire invades her country, destroys her home, and kidnaps her three sisters. With no castle and no one else to call for help, Meltys decides,

“Well, I'll like somehow fix everything!”

Please warmly watch over Meltys and guide her on this light-hearted, sometimes comical, and sometimes serious, but always erotic, quest to rescue her family and restore her kingdom.

Features

- Over 50 scenes with full screen CGs
- Over 20 costumes for Meltys to dress up in
- Multiple endings
- New Game Plus!

Plot!

Plots!

Difficulties

- Kogal Mode - Recommended for players who want to experience the game's plot and "plot" as soon as possible.
- Princess Mode - Recommended for players who want a little extra gameplay challenge.

Controls

Meltys Quest can be played using keyboard only, mouse plus keyboard, or XInput game controller.
However, it is recommended that you have access to a keyboard during the scenes for the keyboard-only functions.

Note

Meltys Quest is made with RPG Maker MV, which isn't known to work well with older computers or laptops.
Meltys Quest players earn points when Meltys engages in various sex acts. An example of the Sexual Experiences “scorecard” is below.

In the scene below, oral sex is provided and is described as “social service”
Meltys battles Daliah. As the fight ensues special effects occur in Daliah’s genital regions and her “clothes” are removed. Daliah’s facial expression becomes sexualized.

Roy and Meltys exchange: Roy, depicted by a boy-like character, psychologically manipulates Meltys and sends her off to see his “halfling” friends. His friends coax and manipulate Melty into becoming their “sex friend” (i.e. engage in sex acts with them). Out of concern & love for Roy, she agrees as she wants to make his friends happy. The player earns blowjob, swallow, bukkake, exhibition, and gangbang points at the end of the sequence.
[Boy]
Uh...uh...I see.
I know you're a pervert, Melly.
You're a real slut. I'm so happy...

[Girl]
I like... don't care anymore. I'll be a pervert or a slut or whatever.
I get it now after saying all that stuff loud. I fell in love with you.
Before I knew it... I even started loving you.

[Boy]
Listen up okay?
I like love nasty sluts, who walk around outside
with their backs and asses exposed okay?
In a sequence involving Meltys and Mister Goldol, Meltys approaches Mister Goldol needing a large sum of money for a castle. Mister Goldol makes Meltys his #2 secretary and demand that she call him Master. As her first job assignment Mister Goldol instructs Meltys to accompany him to a business dinner. At the dinner, Mister Goldol leaves Meltys with the group of businessmen and tell her to entertain them. They give her large amounts of money. As an “entertainer” Meltys offers to become the men’s semen toilet. Player earns orgasm, creampie, gangbang, blowjob, swallow, bukkake, and prostitution points. “Slut Level” is increased by 6. Meltys and Mister Goldol have a discussion following the orgy. Meltys tells Mister Goldol she may have blacked out. Mister Goldol tells Meltys that her true calling is to be a prostitute. Meltys is pleased she made so much money by just having sex.
In the scenario below, oral sex is exchanged as sexual extortion for salary.
When Meltys picks up her salary the player earns prostitution points.

Baptism chamber
[Diary]
So this was the test I made for you.
If you could make it here, then you pass.
Yes, you've passed with flying colors and earned the right to receive your baptism...